CREATIVE THINKING & EXPRESSION
Encouraging children to try out new things and ideas is a crucial
factor in their intellectual, physical and emotional growth.
Creativity is a way of thinking and expressing oneself. It is about
discovering and inventing new things, which motivates us to be
imaginative and inventive.
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PLAY DRESS UP
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as a cardboard box and
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our their favorite story with props
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Dramatic and Performance Play
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imagination to run wild. 9.1.V PK.E Visual
Arts
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PENNSYLVANIA LEARNING STANDARDS FOR EARLY
CHILDHOOD: PRE-KINDERGARTEN
The Department of Education and the Office of Child Development and Early
Learning use a Standards Aligned System. The Pennsylvania Learning Standards
for Early Childhood are designed to designed to support learning. The key areas
explored in these activities are Creative Thinking and Expression.
9.1.V PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE—Visual Arts
Big Idea: Visual arts allow expression of interest, abilities and knowledge.
9.1.V PK.B Combine a variety of materials to create a work of art.
9.1.V PK.E Use imagination and creativity to express self through visual arts.
9.1 M PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE—Music and Movement
Big Idea: Music can be used to express and initiate aesthetic and physical responses.


9.1 M PK.E Use imagination and creativity to express self through music and
dance.

9.1 D PRODUCTION AND PERFORMANCE—Dramatic and Performance Play
Big Idea: Dramatic and performance play is a way to act out reality and fantasy.


9.1 D PK.B Recreate a dramatic play experience for an audience.

